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360 dessert recipes to fit the time you have available cook the 10 20 or 30 minute
version and you ll have delicious results every time whichever recipe version you
use this versatile collection of 360 recipes is perfect for the busy cook in this
innovative book you can dial the basic recipe up or down to suit the amount of time
you have just choose the version that suits you if you are pressed for time then the
10 minute option gives you clever short cuts a few more minutes to spare using the
20 minute version your meal will be on the table in 20 minutes or fewer have the
time to spend a little longer to add something special the 30 minute variation is
the one you need whether you are cooking for hungry kids or feeding a crowd for
dinner the quick cook series puts you in the driving seat with a fantastically
flexible approach that allows you to cook just what you want in exactly the time you
have available destination desserts get your copy of the best and most unique
dessert recipes from booksumo press come take a journey with us into the delights of
easy cooking the point of this cookbook and all our cookbooks is to exemplify the
effortless nature of cooking simply in this book we focus on dessert the dessert
cookbook is a complete set of simple but very unique dessert recipes you will find
that even though the recipes are simple the tastes are quite amazing so will you
join us in an adventure of simple cooking here is a preview of the dessert recipes
you will learn cloves and molasses cookies chocolate cookies buttery lemon cookies
honey and molasses cookies cupcake brownies american cupcakes simply complex cupcake
butterfinger cupcakes buttery peanut fudge august s cheesecake fiesta berry brownies
nutty fudge for november food cake cookies fudge oat rectangles delightful white
snowball cake classical cherry cake college birthday cake rustic simple cake mango
cobbler hawaiian pie much much more again remember these recipes are unique so be
ready to try some new things also remember that the style of cooking used in this
cookbook is effortless so even though the recipes will be unique and great tasting
creating them will take minimal effort a social cultural and above all culinary
history of dessert sweet invention explores the world s great dessert traditions
from ancient india to 21st century indiana each chapter begins with author michael
krondl tasting and analyzing an icon of dessert such as baklava from the middle east
or macarons from france and then combines extensive scholarship with a lively
writing style to spin an ancient tale of some of the world s favorite treats and
their creators from the sweet makers of persia who gave us the first donuts to the
sugar sculptors of renaissance italy whose creativity gave rise to the modern day
wedding cake this authoritative read clears up numerous misconceptions about the
origins of various desserts while elucidating their social political religious and
even sexual uses through the ages this cookbook is a picture packed idea filled
volume dedicated to helping you make classic and new desserts on your own each
chapter was prepared by a different culinary professional who is an expert with that
particular type of dessert so your not getting one perspective you re getting ten in
this follow up to the iacp award winning new york times best selling cookbook genius
recipes food52 is back with the most beloved and talked about desserts of our time
and the under the radar gems that will soon join their ranks in a collection that
will make you a local legend and a smarter baker to boot iacp award winner featured
as one of the best and most anticipated fall cookbooks by the new york times eater
epicurious the kitchn kitchen arts letters delish mercury news sweet paul and
popsugar drawing from her james beard award nominated genius recipes column and
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powered by the cooking wisdom and generosity of the food52 community creative
director kristen miglore set out to unearth the most game changing dessert recipes
from beloved cookbook authors chefs and bakers and collect them all in one
indispensable guide this led her to iconic desserts spanning the last century maida
heatter s east 62nd street lemon cake françois payard s flourless chocolate walnut
cookies and nancy silverton s butterscotch budino but it also turned up little known
gems a comforting peach cobbler with hot sugar crust from renee erickson and an
imaginative parsnip cake with blood orange buttercream from lucky peach along with
genius tips riffs and mini recipes and the lively stories behind each one the genius
of this collection is that kristen has scouted out and rigorously tested recipes
from the most trusted dessert experts finding over 100 of their standouts each
recipe shines in a different way and teaches you something new whether it s how to
use unconventional ingredients like sunset s whole orange cake how to make the most
of brilliant methods roasted sugar from stella parks or how to embrace stunning
simplicity dorie greenspan s three ingredient cookies with photographer james ransom
s riveting images throughout genius desserts is destined to become every baker s go
to reference for the very best desserts from the smartest teachers of our time for
all the dinner parties potlucks bake sales and late night snacks in between satisfy
the sweet cravings of your family and friends over and over again with more than 300
luscious desserts for every occasion from family meals and celebrations to elegant
dinner parties and buffet spreads dessert does not have to be just american as apple
pie any longer this special collection of recipes from an international team of food
writers is a mixture of time tested classics as well as modern desserts that appeal
to the taste buds budgets and busy schedules of today s cooks scattered throughout
are 30 recipes that cater to specific health and diet needs such as diabetic gluten
intolerant low carb and low calorie you ll also find more than 150 full color
photographs that highlight many of the mouthwatering recipes the book is divided
into 19 chapters including cookies cupcakes simple cakes and tortes layer cakes
rolls and gateaux pies and tarts pastries and yeast cakes crisps cobblers and
strudels meringues pavolas dacquiose vacherin and macaroons baked custards mousses
gelatin creams and charlottes puddings and sweet soufflés sweet pancakes crepes and
blintzes ice creams and sorbets fritters candy and much more all recipes include
preparation and cooking times step by step instructions and approximate number of
servings a short appendix shows many basic cooking utensils as well as useful charts
with conversion tables for weights and measures equivalent ingredients halving or
doubling recipes plus expert baking hints and tips america s favorite baker has been
on a road trip around the country now she s back with something for every dessert
lover the best pies cakes puddings crisps cookies ice creams and candies in the land
photos cuisine days desserts recipes is another practical book of great utility when
it comes to making rich desserts in the home as a professional chef learn the art of
preparation of desserts in an easy creative and fast during these years i dedicated
to write variety of books focusing on the art of cooking and this is one of my
favorite books because i like to enjoy a good dessert i am sure that with these
practices recipes you will surprise your guests family friends in the home and in
particular to their children maybe you ask yourself how to cook desserts well this
is the tool that person must have everything at home to prepare practical recipes
for desserts the world of the kitchen is wide and you can create a variety of dishes
with great creativity and simplicity that just see it can cause eating it if you
have already made all the recipes of cuisine days 1 and 2 my desire with this book
cuisine days desserts recipes is to continue teaching new recipes practices and easy
to make at home as a professional chef imagine florence broadhurst baking nana s
tastiest favourites on acid and you ve pretty much got charlotte s ree markable
first book matt preston discover the art of baking and the magical world of
charlotte ree you d butter believe this is the only baking book you ll need this
christmas instagram sensation charlotte ree is famous for her simple and delicious
sweets and her love of puns her easy user friendly creations are designed to taste
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amazing rather than just look pretty though pretty they most certainly are just
desserts showcases 30 of charlotte s most popular and delicious cake biscuit slice
and dessert recipes in one outrageously gorgeous little package featuring essentials
such as chocolate brownies shortbread caramel slice and chocolate chip cookies
through to show stoppers such as layered berry pavlova and chocolate ganache
blackberry bundt just desserts is the ideal gift for the baker and sweet lover in
your life even if that s you this is a specially formatted fixed layout ebook that
retains the look and feel of the print book do you want to learn how to make the
most delicious desserts easily and quickly from scratch many people think that it is
hard to prepare the most popular desserts such as apple pie brownies cookies etc it
may have been true until a few decades ago but with the right direction of a chef
who guides you step by step without taking anything for granted it has become very
easy even for inexperienced kids who want to learn how to prepare their favorite
desserts with this recipe book vicky cooper executive chef for over 30 years and
mother of two children wants to transfer her immense love for cooking to all kids
who want to prepare delicious desserts for the whole family in this dessert recipe
book you will find the basics of making dessert making dessert techniques and skills
equipment and measuring step by step sweet recipes for breakfast step by step cakes
and cupcakes recipes step by step cookies brownies and bars recipes step by step ice
cream recipes step by step puddings recipes step by step pies and tarts recipes step
by step fruit desserts recipes and much more even if you ve never cut an apple or
put icing sugar on a ready made cake do not worry vicky with her maternal and step
by step approach will guide you in the preparation of your first simple desserts
until you prepare those more complex that will amaze the whole family if you are
already in the kitchen and can t wait to start cooking delicious sweet treats then
get your copy now quick easy asian desserts is a delightful selection of treats that
allows you to indulge your sweet tooth with over 50 sumptuous asian delicacies from
sweet desserts such as mango pudding to savory pineapple tarts and shaved ice with
banana and coconut milk quick easy asian desserts makes it easier than ever to bring
a touch of asia to your table featuring desserts from hong kong india indonesian
malaysia philippines singapore thailand and vietnam this asian dessert cookbook
shows how easy it can be to create delectable and unusual asian desserts clear
recipes step by step photographs and a glossary of ingredients ensure fantastic
results every time dessert recipes include creamy egg tarts mango refrigerator cake
steamed caramel cakes sweet saffron raisin rolls honey glazed bananas sweet potato
doughnuts sago pearls with melon balls and coconut cream sweet black rice pudding
mango lassis almond jelly in jackfruit syrup sweet corn puddings in banana leaf cups
treat yourself to something sweet if you have a sweet tooth then this book is for
you it s filled with 100 of the tastiest most satisfying desserts ever tantalizing
treats that you can prepare with ease and are guaranteed to please whether you love
to bake for your family enjoy serving delectable desserts to friends or just crave
something sweet for tonight you ll find lots of terrific choices so prepare to
indulge with recipes this delicious everyone will be coming back for seconds and
thirds open the book for 100 easy delicious dessert recipes including crowd pleasing
cookies and bars luscious cakes and cupcakes and mouthwatering pies and tarts
special chapters featuring homey desserts in a dish and tempting frozen desserts
simple instructions to help you master the basics of cookies cakes and pies 30
tempting color photographs desserts 101 get your copy of the best and most unique
dessert recipes from booksumo press come take a journey with us into the delights of
easy cooking the point of this cookbook and all our cookbooks is to exemplify the
effortless nature of cooking simply in this book we focus on desserts dessert
recipes is a complete set of simple but very unique dessert recipes you will find
that even though the recipes are simple the tastes are quite amazing so will you
join us in an adventure of simple cooking here is a preview of the dessert recipes
you will learn chocolate cookies buttery lemon cookies honey and molasses cookies
butterfinger cupcakes cupcake brownies american cupcakes simply complex cupcake snow
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bunny cupcakes choco choco choco cupcakes mariam s favorite banana cupcakes pirate
cupcakes the easiest classical cake ball cinnamon sugar cake ball cocoa cake pops
pecan cake ball vanilla lemon cake balls lemon potato coconut cake ball yellow
vanilla cake pop much much more again remember these recipes are unique so be ready
to try some new things also remember that the style of cooking used in this cookbook
is effortless so even though the recipes will be unique and great tasting creating
them will take minimal effort related searches dessert cookbook dessert recipes
dessert recipe book cupcake cookbook snack cookbook cupcake recipes cake boss
desserts the ultimate cookbook is guaranteed to ensure that everyone remembers your
sweet side whether you re in the mood for cake pie cookies candy or ice cream the
more than 300 recipes mean you ll have no trouble satisfying your cravings tips from
industry professionals detailed breakdowns of ingredients and helpful techniques and
plentiful keto gluten free and vegan options put you in position to succeed ensuring
a happy ending for all you ve finally decided to cut back on fat and you ve been
successful up to now your entree vegetable and even bread have all contained less
than 30 percent fat but then comes dessert your favorite part of the meal is there a
way to make healthy low fat desserts that taste good welcome to low fat ways to cook
desserts a collection of recipes that will satisfy your sweet tooth without
sacrificing your resolutions we love desserts get your copy of the best and most
unique desserts recipes from booksumo press come take a journey with us into the
delights of easy cooking the point of this cookbook and all our cookbooks is to
exemplify the effortless nature of cooking simply in this book we focus on desserts
desserts 101 is a complete set of simple but very unique desserts recipes you will
find that even though the recipes are simple the tastes are quite amazing so will
you join us in an adventure of simple cooking here is a preview of the desserts
recipes you will learn applesauce muffins fluffy orange cloud naughty cookies
buttermilk crumbs mix nutty buttermilk cookies stale pie strawberry pearls pudding
brown vanilla pudding zesty lemon tart vanilla pudding honey tart molasses tart
pudding cheese roll crisco pie shell fruity bread banana bread sweet karo syrup
rolls applesauce and chocolate chip bread hawaiian drop donuts october yam donuts
white donuts homemade crullers glazed expresso donuts jelly doughnuts tropical
orange donuts crepe parmigiana indian samosa crepes how to make crepe cake danish
crepes 5 star crepe tiramisu much much more again remember these recipes are unique
so be ready to try some new things also remember that the style of cooking used in
this cookbook is effortless so even though the recipes will be unique and great
tasting creating them will take minimal effort related searches desserts cookbook
desserts recipes desserts book desserts dessert cookbook dessert recipes dessert
recipe book everyone loves a good dessert and mary engelbreit is no different but it
s no secret that mary isn t the cook in her family on the subject of cooking she
once stated if my family had to depend on me for food they would starve to death in
a really cute kitchen so for 120 dessert recipe favorites mary englebreit s fan fare
cookbook mary called upon family friends and fans to submit their all time favorite
dessert recipes 120 dessert recipe favorites is a beautiful collection of recipes
decorated in mary englebreit s trademark style winning submissions include
everything from cakes and cheesecakes to pies and tarts cookies and bars candies
custards breakfast breads ice cream desserts and even a few unique desserts that are
as difficult to classify as they are to resist with recipes for tres leches cake red
velvet cream cheese cookies caramel pecan pie grasshopper souffle and mary s own
family cheesecake recipe 120 dessert recipe favorites is an artful and inspiring
cookbook for home bakers who enjoy making baking and sharing family favorite
desserts treats and sweets with their loved ones family and friends featuring 400
fabulous dessert recipes this comprehensive cookbook is drawn from the pages of the
new york times four 8 page full color photo inserts size c if you have a sweet tooth
then this book is for you it s filled with 100 of the tastiest most satisfying
desserts ever tantalizing treats that you can prepare with ease and are guaranteed
to please whether you love to bake for your family enjoy serving delectable desserts
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to friends or just crave something sweet for tonight you ll find lots of terrific
choices this bible of dessert recipes and techniques combines the finely honed
skills of master pastry chefs with interactive videos and step by step photographs
to ensure success at home this richly illustrated volume details 260 step by step
recipes with in depth explanations for kitchen novices that cover all basic
techniques and desserts and are grouped by category hot or cold desserts entremets
classic pastries cakes tarts and frozen desserts expert chefs provide baking tips
that will assure success with foolproof dough creams and mousses chocolate and candy
sauces and frozen desserts classic and contemporary recipes feature crème brûlée
black forest cake clafoutis lemon meringue pie profiteroles frozen raspberry soufflé
opéra tarte tatin crêpes suzette macaroons gingerbread strawberry cherry gazpacho
mango pineapple carpaccio fruit taboulé christmas log and sugar decorations
practical references include visual lexicons of recommended kitchen equipment and
common ingredients decorative piping models conversion tables a glossary
descriptions of regional french specialties and fifteen classic french desserts and
an index of recipes and main ingredients each recipe is rated for complexity so the
home chef can gradually expand his or her baking ability through experience more
than 600 photographs and twenty downloadable videos of complex techniques enhance
the learning experience in this essential guide for novice and established cooks
alike a beautiful full color cookbook from the nationwide organization of women who
like to wear silly hats enjoy each other s company and eat dessert first publishers
weekly you ve probably heard the expression life is uncertain eat dessert first the
red hat society maintains that you should eat dessert always even the red hatters
who no longer bother to cook regular meals will still strut their stuff with
chocolate meringues and pastries compiled by red hatters from around the country
this luscious collection of ranges from simple to sublime delightful to decadent
with more than two hundred all new recipes it covers cakes pies candies breads
puddings cookies and much more for the non cooks who still want to impress there s
even a special section of non cook easy to assemble desserts filled with enthusiasm
humor and really good desserts eat dessert first makes life a little sweeter we love
desserts get your copy of the best and most unique desserts recipes from booksumo
press come take a journey with us into the delights of easy cooking the point of
this cookbook and all our cookbooks is to exemplify the effortless nature of cooking
simply in this book we focus on desserts desserts 101 is a complete set of simple
but very unique desserts recipes you will find that even though the recipes are
simple the tastes are quite amazing so will you join us in an adventure of simple
cooking here is a preview of the desserts recipes you will learn applesauce muffins
fluffy orange cloud naughty cookies buttermilk crumbs mix nutty buttermilk cookies
stale pie strawberry pearls pudding brown vanilla pudding zesty lemon tart vanilla
pudding honey tart molasses tart pudding cheese roll crisco pie shell fruity bread
banana bread sweet karo syrup rolls applesauce and chocolate chip bread hawaiian
drop donuts october yam donuts white donuts homemade crullers glazed expresso donuts
jelly doughnuts tropical orange donuts crepe parmigiana indian samosa crepes how to
make crepe cake danish crepes 5 star crepe tiramisu much much more again remember
these recipes are unique so be ready to try some new things also remember that the
style of cooking used in this cookbook is effortless so even though the recipes will
be unique and great tasting creating them will take minimal effort related searches
desserts cookbook desserts recipes desserts book desserts dessert cookbook dessert
recipes dessert recipe book in the delectably decadent follow up to his james beard
award winning death by chocolate internationally renowned chef marcel desaulniers
presents recipes for 60 of his most sublime creations including chocolate voodoo
cake 24 carrot cake and lemon blueberry cheesecake give the gift of sweetness with
this teen cookbook filled with the desserts teenage boys and girls actually want to
bake and eat from the authors of the best selling teens cook teens cook dessert is a
sugar coated follow up guide focusing on the foods that young adults are always
happy to gobble up cookies cakes pies puddings and more featuring over 75 mouth
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watering recipes with clear easy to follow directions and 120 brilliantly colored
photos this cookbook gives some sweet tips for improving kitchen safety
understanding culinary math and using disaster proof shortcuts in the recipes the
only full color dessert cookbook written by and for teenagers teens cook dessert
offers foolproof guidance for teens to bake their way to kitchen independence long
before award winning chef michel richardmade his first côte de boeuf or prepared
hisfirst foie gras terrine he was a pastry chef inlos angeles pastry lovers lined up
outside his bakeshopon wilshire boulevard waiting to enjoy the breadsand treats they
d heard were the best in town maybeeven better than anything in paris now in this
outstandingcollection the superstar chef returns to hisfirst love the food that made
him famous desserts here are mouthwatering foolproof recipes foramerican favorites
such as pecan pie and poundcake richard s personal inventions such as
floatingislands with melted chocolate morsels and the coffeecloud reinvented french
classics such as profiterolesand the christmas log bûche de noël fruitfavorites
including tarts and pavlovas and of course plenty of cookies going beyond
traditional cookbooks sweet magicshares richard s insights into the thinking and
craftbehind every aspect of dessert with brief essaysthat explore explain and entice
highlighted by thechef s own playful illustrations creating exquisite dishes with
only a few simpleingredients butter eggs sugar flour chocolate demands the instincts
of an artist and the soul of amagician sweet magic will unlock the inner
dessertwizard in every home chef guiding both newcomersand old hands past common
missteps to seduce themost flavor and texture from every ingredient with lots of
lovely healthy recipes for sugar free desserts cookies cakes puddings and rich
chocolatey delights to choose from you will be spoiled for choice when it comes to
satisfying those taste buds there is something for everyone from traditional family
favourites like apple blackberry pie summer pudding and rhubarb crumble to
innovative energy balls pies and brownies using natural sweetness and low carb
ingredients whether you are avoiding refined sugar honey and syrups steering clear
of too much fructose or even starting a low carb diet you bring into your home a
piece of italy at a time with this italian dessert cookbook only great italian
desserts with the traditional recipes explained both for experts and amateurs follow
these simple instructions step by step to understand the secret of one of the finest
culinary traditions around the world have you always wanted to cook bab or panettone
or another of the most famous great italian desserts this italian dessert cookbook
will make your day all about desserts get your copy of the best and most unique
dessert recipes from booksumo press come take a journey with us into the delights of
easy cooking the point of this cookbook and all our cookbooks is to exemplify the
effortless nature of cooking simply in this book we focus on dessert dessert
essentials is a complete set of simple but very unique dessert recipes you will find
that even though the recipes are simple the tastes are quite amazing so will you
join us in an adventure of simple cooking here is a preview of the dessert recipes
you will learn bananas in san paulo cookout bananas skillet buttery bananas banana
appetizer yellow jacket crepes bananas and fish colada skillet bananas lemony banana
chutney blueberry pancakes south carolina style fresh spinach mango and coconut
smoothie illinois style white pie country orange and rhubarb pie grandma s sweet
potato pie caribbean rolled oats muffins a muffin that is a doughnut too a doughnut
from cake mix oven doughnuts delightful cream doughnuts a jelly cupcake doughnut
easy english sorbet theme park sorbet yellow and red sorbet brown sugar sorbet much
much more again remember these recipes are unique so be ready to try some new things
also remember that the style of cooking used in this cookbook is effortless so even
though the recipes will be unique and great tasting creating them will take minimal
effort related searches dessert cookbook dessert recipes dessert book desserts
sweets cookbook sweets recipes snack recipes pie or pastry fruit or frozen homey or
haute cuisine 160 recipes for sweet treats from the legendary james beard award
winning chef for over four decades french culinary master jacques pépin has been
delighting taste buds and teaching home cooks how to dazzle their loved ones with
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classic and innovative recipes alike now collected together in one volume are pépin
s best confections from his long and luminous career in cooking essential pépin
desserts is filled with unbelievable treats from fruit desserts such as apple
fritters and cold peach soup to puddings sweet soufflés and crepes including
chocolate mousse and baked alaska to cakes cookies and candies like orange tuiles
and candied citrus peels to tarts pies and pastries with tarte tatin and
croquembouche to frozen desserts featuring blood orange sorbet and french vanilla
ice cream sprinkled with pépin s time honored tips on how to master each technique
this is the dessert cookbook every baking aficionado needs in his or her collection
the best of the best of dessert recipes one hundred simple recipes to make at home
and serve to impress your guests glamour for the dinner table and all the effect
with minimum effort get creative with your baking with this collection of over fifty
delicious dessert combinations one dessert is good two desserts are even better but
a doubly delicious mash up of both into one all new concoction is the best this book
s fifty two inspiring recipes bring a new level of creative fun to your baking with
treats guaranteed to wow everyone at the table including cinnamon rolls cookies
cheesecake cookie dough truffles peanut butter cups brownies apple pie butter
cookies carrot cake coffee cake spice cake blondies brownies peppermint candy and
many more with step by step instructions and gorgeous photos from dorothy kern the
mastermind behind the blog crazy for crust it s easy to create all the scrumptious
crowd pleasing treats in dessert mash ups dessert just the word brings a smile to
even the seasoned cooks at prevention who doesn t love the thought of luscious
cheesecake a warm from the oven cookie or a perfect piece of lemon meringue pie but
there s nothing enjoyable about creating a dessert in your own kitchen only to be
dissatisfied with the results there is no worry of disappointment here this
prevention tested recipe collection is focused on treats we know will satisfy you
with an assortment of reliable flavor combinations and some new surprises they all
have an eye toward good health really within these pages you ll find fabulous
desserts for every occasion get your chocolate on with chocolate pecan cheesecake or
chocolate lava cake satisfy your taste for fruit with pear cranberry upside down
cake linger over the crunch of a dark chocolate biscotti or just have some fun with
a whoopie pie each of our recipes was created to nourish both body and spirit and to
be as easy as possible to put together like good cooks everywhere the editors of
prevention love nothing more than sharing their favorite healthy and delicious
dishes that s the whole idea behind the prevention healthy favorites series of
essential cookbooks each one gathering 48 of the best prevention tested recipes that
make it easy to whip up a great meal or tasty treat every time the dessert book from
the best food magazine includes a subscription or renewal to bon appetit magazine
for more than 50 years bon appetit magazine has been seducing readers with to die
for desserts from quick homestyle cookies to unforgettable special occasion finales
such as spiced chocolate torte wrapped in chocolate ribbons bon appetit showcases
meticulously tested recipes that turn out perfectly every time now culled from bon
appetit s extensive archives and including never before published recipes bon
appetit desserts promises to be the comprehensive guide to all things sweet and
wonderful authored by bon appetit editor in chief barbara fairchild bon appetit
desserts features more than 600 recipes from layer cakes to coffee cakes tortes and
cupcakes to pies tarts candies puddings souffles ice cream cookies holiday desserts
and much much more certain to inspire both experienced home cooks and those just
starting out in the kitchen each recipe is designed to ensure the dessert
preparation process is as enjoyable as the finished result bon appetit desserts is
destined to be the definitive comprehensive invaluable dessert resource this is a
gorgeous book that makes me want to make everything no taste everything inside this
is a must have for every baker cook and sweet freak in your life elizabeth falkner
chef and owner of citizen cake and orson at last a collection of bon appetit s most
treasured dessert recipes thoroughly tested as always beautifully illustrated and of
course wonderfully delicious you ll reach for this book each time sweets are on your
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menu but you ll come back to it just as often for its myriad tips great chapters on
ingredients equipment and techniques and the many detailed and easy to grasp how tos
it s truly a one stop book for all of us who love baking dorie greenspan author of
baking from my home to yours and around my french table bon appetit desserts is
filled with exactly the kind of sweets i like to make inviting unpretentious and
easy to love but also innovative enough to turn a few heads and the best part is bon
appetit desserts is not only about recipes with chapters on ingredients equipment
and techniques plus a slew of tips from the bon appetit test kitchens it s also a
mini education oh in case you aren t sold yet i have ten words for you banana layer
cake with caramel cream and sea salt roasted pecans molly wizenberg author of a
homemade life stories and recipes from my kitchen table create 75 beautiful and
unique pies using traditional techniques and modern tools from a couple who has
baked their way to the top iacp award finalist named one of the best cookbooks of
the year by npr and food52 get ready for a new fresh take on baking the ultimate
feel good dessert pie in the new pie chris taylor and paul arguin winners of more
than 500 awards for baking including the best of show award at the national pie
championships re examine the wholesome world of pie through traditional time honored
techniques modern cooking methods like sous vide innovative flavors birthday cake
tahitian pineapple and mocha mystery and a love for kitchen gadgets like immersion
circulators and silicone texture mats these legendary competition circuit pie
experts reinvent the traditional pastime of pie making with step by step
instructions and playful photography you ll learn to make groundbreaking creations
including a magnificent blueberry maple pie with wood grain lattice the king
fluffernutter pie and a striped chocolate pie of the tiger whether you are a pie
voyeur new baker or baking enthusiast you will find inspiration at every turn and
pies to satisfy every craving a collection of old fashioned desserts updated for
today s tastes includes profiles of various chefs their recollections of favorite
desserts and excerpts from related literature
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Quick Cook Desserts
2012-04-04

360 dessert recipes to fit the time you have available cook the 10 20 or 30 minute
version and you ll have delicious results every time whichever recipe version you
use this versatile collection of 360 recipes is perfect for the busy cook in this
innovative book you can dial the basic recipe up or down to suit the amount of time
you have just choose the version that suits you if you are pressed for time then the
10 minute option gives you clever short cuts a few more minutes to spare using the
20 minute version your meal will be on the table in 20 minutes or fewer have the
time to spend a little longer to add something special the 30 minute variation is
the one you need whether you are cooking for hungry kids or feeding a crowd for
dinner the quick cook series puts you in the driving seat with a fantastically
flexible approach that allows you to cook just what you want in exactly the time you
have available

Dessert Cookbook
2020-08-12

destination desserts get your copy of the best and most unique dessert recipes from
booksumo press come take a journey with us into the delights of easy cooking the
point of this cookbook and all our cookbooks is to exemplify the effortless nature
of cooking simply in this book we focus on dessert the dessert cookbook is a
complete set of simple but very unique dessert recipes you will find that even
though the recipes are simple the tastes are quite amazing so will you join us in an
adventure of simple cooking here is a preview of the dessert recipes you will learn
cloves and molasses cookies chocolate cookies buttery lemon cookies honey and
molasses cookies cupcake brownies american cupcakes simply complex cupcake
butterfinger cupcakes buttery peanut fudge august s cheesecake fiesta berry brownies
nutty fudge for november food cake cookies fudge oat rectangles delightful white
snowball cake classical cherry cake college birthday cake rustic simple cake mango
cobbler hawaiian pie much much more again remember these recipes are unique so be
ready to try some new things also remember that the style of cooking used in this
cookbook is effortless so even though the recipes will be unique and great tasting
creating them will take minimal effort

The Desserts Kitchen
2018-03

a social cultural and above all culinary history of dessert sweet invention explores
the world s great dessert traditions from ancient india to 21st century indiana each
chapter begins with author michael krondl tasting and analyzing an icon of dessert
such as baklava from the middle east or macarons from france and then combines
extensive scholarship with a lively writing style to spin an ancient tale of some of
the world s favorite treats and their creators from the sweet makers of persia who
gave us the first donuts to the sugar sculptors of renaissance italy whose
creativity gave rise to the modern day wedding cake this authoritative read clears
up numerous misconceptions about the origins of various desserts while elucidating
their social political religious and even sexual uses through the ages
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Sweet Invention
2011

this cookbook is a picture packed idea filled volume dedicated to helping you make
classic and new desserts on your own each chapter was prepared by a different
culinary professional who is an expert with that particular type of dessert so your
not getting one perspective you re getting ten

It's All about Dessert
2002

in this follow up to the iacp award winning new york times best selling cookbook
genius recipes food52 is back with the most beloved and talked about desserts of our
time and the under the radar gems that will soon join their ranks in a collection
that will make you a local legend and a smarter baker to boot iacp award winner
featured as one of the best and most anticipated fall cookbooks by the new york
times eater epicurious the kitchn kitchen arts letters delish mercury news sweet
paul and popsugar drawing from her james beard award nominated genius recipes column
and powered by the cooking wisdom and generosity of the food52 community creative
director kristen miglore set out to unearth the most game changing dessert recipes
from beloved cookbook authors chefs and bakers and collect them all in one
indispensable guide this led her to iconic desserts spanning the last century maida
heatter s east 62nd street lemon cake françois payard s flourless chocolate walnut
cookies and nancy silverton s butterscotch budino but it also turned up little known
gems a comforting peach cobbler with hot sugar crust from renee erickson and an
imaginative parsnip cake with blood orange buttercream from lucky peach along with
genius tips riffs and mini recipes and the lively stories behind each one the genius
of this collection is that kristen has scouted out and rigorously tested recipes
from the most trusted dessert experts finding over 100 of their standouts each
recipe shines in a different way and teaches you something new whether it s how to
use unconventional ingredients like sunset s whole orange cake how to make the most
of brilliant methods roasted sugar from stella parks or how to embrace stunning
simplicity dorie greenspan s three ingredient cookies with photographer james ransom
s riveting images throughout genius desserts is destined to become every baker s go
to reference for the very best desserts from the smartest teachers of our time for
all the dinner parties potlucks bake sales and late night snacks in between

Food52 Genius Desserts
2018-09-04

satisfy the sweet cravings of your family and friends over and over again with more
than 300 luscious desserts for every occasion from family meals and celebrations to
elegant dinner parties and buffet spreads dessert does not have to be just american
as apple pie any longer this special collection of recipes from an international
team of food writers is a mixture of time tested classics as well as modern desserts
that appeal to the taste buds budgets and busy schedules of today s cooks scattered
throughout are 30 recipes that cater to specific health and diet needs such as
diabetic gluten intolerant low carb and low calorie you ll also find more than 150
full color photographs that highlight many of the mouthwatering recipes the book is
divided into 19 chapters including cookies cupcakes simple cakes and tortes layer
cakes rolls and gateaux pies and tarts pastries and yeast cakes crisps cobblers and
strudels meringues pavolas dacquiose vacherin and macaroons baked custards mousses
gelatin creams and charlottes puddings and sweet soufflés sweet pancakes crepes and
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blintzes ice creams and sorbets fritters candy and much more all recipes include
preparation and cooking times step by step instructions and approximate number of
servings a short appendix shows many basic cooking utensils as well as useful charts
with conversion tables for weights and measures equivalent ingredients halving or
doubling recipes plus expert baking hints and tips

You Deserve Dessert
2000

america s favorite baker has been on a road trip around the country now she s back
with something for every dessert lover the best pies cakes puddings crisps cookies
ice creams and candies in the land photos

Desserts
2008

cuisine days desserts recipes is another practical book of great utility when it
comes to making rich desserts in the home as a professional chef learn the art of
preparation of desserts in an easy creative and fast during these years i dedicated
to write variety of books focusing on the art of cooking and this is one of my
favorite books because i like to enjoy a good dessert i am sure that with these
practices recipes you will surprise your guests family friends in the home and in
particular to their children maybe you ask yourself how to cook desserts well this
is the tool that person must have everything at home to prepare practical recipes
for desserts the world of the kitchen is wide and you can create a variety of dishes
with great creativity and simplicity that just see it can cause eating it if you
have already made all the recipes of cuisine days 1 and 2 my desire with this book
cuisine days desserts recipes is to continue teaching new recipes practices and easy
to make at home as a professional chef

The All-American Dessert Book
2005

imagine florence broadhurst baking nana s tastiest favourites on acid and you ve
pretty much got charlotte s ree markable first book matt preston discover the art of
baking and the magical world of charlotte ree you d butter believe this is the only
baking book you ll need this christmas instagram sensation charlotte ree is famous
for her simple and delicious sweets and her love of puns her easy user friendly
creations are designed to taste amazing rather than just look pretty though pretty
they most certainly are just desserts showcases 30 of charlotte s most popular and
delicious cake biscuit slice and dessert recipes in one outrageously gorgeous little
package featuring essentials such as chocolate brownies shortbread caramel slice and
chocolate chip cookies through to show stoppers such as layered berry pavlova and
chocolate ganache blackberry bundt just desserts is the ideal gift for the baker and
sweet lover in your life even if that s you this is a specially formatted fixed
layout ebook that retains the look and feel of the print book

Cuisine Day Desserts Recipes
2016-04-14

do you want to learn how to make the most delicious desserts easily and quickly from
scratch many people think that it is hard to prepare the most popular desserts such
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as apple pie brownies cookies etc it may have been true until a few decades ago but
with the right direction of a chef who guides you step by step without taking
anything for granted it has become very easy even for inexperienced kids who want to
learn how to prepare their favorite desserts with this recipe book vicky cooper
executive chef for over 30 years and mother of two children wants to transfer her
immense love for cooking to all kids who want to prepare delicious desserts for the
whole family in this dessert recipe book you will find the basics of making dessert
making dessert techniques and skills equipment and measuring step by step sweet
recipes for breakfast step by step cakes and cupcakes recipes step by step cookies
brownies and bars recipes step by step ice cream recipes step by step puddings
recipes step by step pies and tarts recipes step by step fruit desserts recipes and
much more even if you ve never cut an apple or put icing sugar on a ready made cake
do not worry vicky with her maternal and step by step approach will guide you in the
preparation of your first simple desserts until you prepare those more complex that
will amaze the whole family if you are already in the kitchen and can t wait to
start cooking delicious sweet treats then get your copy now

Just Desserts
2019-10-29

quick easy asian desserts is a delightful selection of treats that allows you to
indulge your sweet tooth with over 50 sumptuous asian delicacies from sweet desserts
such as mango pudding to savory pineapple tarts and shaved ice with banana and
coconut milk quick easy asian desserts makes it easier than ever to bring a touch of
asia to your table featuring desserts from hong kong india indonesian malaysia
philippines singapore thailand and vietnam this asian dessert cookbook shows how
easy it can be to create delectable and unusual asian desserts clear recipes step by
step photographs and a glossary of ingredients ensure fantastic results every time
dessert recipes include creamy egg tarts mango refrigerator cake steamed caramel
cakes sweet saffron raisin rolls honey glazed bananas sweet potato doughnuts sago
pearls with melon balls and coconut cream sweet black rice pudding mango lassis
almond jelly in jackfruit syrup sweet corn puddings in banana leaf cups

Better Homes and Gardens Dessert Cook Book
1970

treat yourself to something sweet if you have a sweet tooth then this book is for
you it s filled with 100 of the tastiest most satisfying desserts ever tantalizing
treats that you can prepare with ease and are guaranteed to please whether you love
to bake for your family enjoy serving delectable desserts to friends or just crave
something sweet for tonight you ll find lots of terrific choices so prepare to
indulge with recipes this delicious everyone will be coming back for seconds and
thirds open the book for 100 easy delicious dessert recipes including crowd pleasing
cookies and bars luscious cakes and cupcakes and mouthwatering pies and tarts
special chapters featuring homey desserts in a dish and tempting frozen desserts
simple instructions to help you master the basics of cookies cakes and pies 30
tempting color photographs

Dessert Cookbook for Teens
2021-02-17

desserts 101 get your copy of the best and most unique dessert recipes from booksumo
press come take a journey with us into the delights of easy cooking the point of
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this cookbook and all our cookbooks is to exemplify the effortless nature of cooking
simply in this book we focus on desserts dessert recipes is a complete set of simple
but very unique dessert recipes you will find that even though the recipes are
simple the tastes are quite amazing so will you join us in an adventure of simple
cooking here is a preview of the dessert recipes you will learn chocolate cookies
buttery lemon cookies honey and molasses cookies butterfinger cupcakes cupcake
brownies american cupcakes simply complex cupcake snow bunny cupcakes choco choco
choco cupcakes mariam s favorite banana cupcakes pirate cupcakes the easiest
classical cake ball cinnamon sugar cake ball cocoa cake pops pecan cake ball vanilla
lemon cake balls lemon potato coconut cake ball yellow vanilla cake pop much much
more again remember these recipes are unique so be ready to try some new things also
remember that the style of cooking used in this cookbook is effortless so even
though the recipes will be unique and great tasting creating them will take minimal
effort related searches dessert cookbook dessert recipes dessert recipe book cupcake
cookbook snack cookbook cupcake recipes cake boss

Quick & Easy Asian Desserts
2012-07-10

desserts the ultimate cookbook is guaranteed to ensure that everyone remembers your
sweet side whether you re in the mood for cake pie cookies candy or ice cream the
more than 300 recipes mean you ll have no trouble satisfying your cravings tips from
industry professionals detailed breakdowns of ingredients and helpful techniques and
plentiful keto gluten free and vegan options put you in position to succeed ensuring
a happy ending for all

Betty Crocker Simply Dessert
2011-01-03

you ve finally decided to cut back on fat and you ve been successful up to now your
entree vegetable and even bread have all contained less than 30 percent fat but then
comes dessert your favorite part of the meal is there a way to make healthy low fat
desserts that taste good welcome to low fat ways to cook desserts a collection of
recipes that will satisfy your sweet tooth without sacrificing your resolutions

Dessert Recipes
2019-11-19

we love desserts get your copy of the best and most unique desserts recipes from
booksumo press come take a journey with us into the delights of easy cooking the
point of this cookbook and all our cookbooks is to exemplify the effortless nature
of cooking simply in this book we focus on desserts desserts 101 is a complete set
of simple but very unique desserts recipes you will find that even though the
recipes are simple the tastes are quite amazing so will you join us in an adventure
of simple cooking here is a preview of the desserts recipes you will learn
applesauce muffins fluffy orange cloud naughty cookies buttermilk crumbs mix nutty
buttermilk cookies stale pie strawberry pearls pudding brown vanilla pudding zesty
lemon tart vanilla pudding honey tart molasses tart pudding cheese roll crisco pie
shell fruity bread banana bread sweet karo syrup rolls applesauce and chocolate chip
bread hawaiian drop donuts october yam donuts white donuts homemade crullers glazed
expresso donuts jelly doughnuts tropical orange donuts crepe parmigiana indian
samosa crepes how to make crepe cake danish crepes 5 star crepe tiramisu much much
more again remember these recipes are unique so be ready to try some new things also
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remember that the style of cooking used in this cookbook is effortless so even
though the recipes will be unique and great tasting creating them will take minimal
effort related searches desserts cookbook desserts recipes desserts book desserts
dessert cookbook dessert recipes dessert recipe book

Desserts
2021-09-07

everyone loves a good dessert and mary engelbreit is no different but it s no secret
that mary isn t the cook in her family on the subject of cooking she once stated if
my family had to depend on me for food they would starve to death in a really cute
kitchen so for 120 dessert recipe favorites mary englebreit s fan fare cookbook mary
called upon family friends and fans to submit their all time favorite dessert
recipes 120 dessert recipe favorites is a beautiful collection of recipes decorated
in mary englebreit s trademark style winning submissions include everything from
cakes and cheesecakes to pies and tarts cookies and bars candies custards breakfast
breads ice cream desserts and even a few unique desserts that are as difficult to
classify as they are to resist with recipes for tres leches cake red velvet cream
cheese cookies caramel pecan pie grasshopper souffle and mary s own family
cheesecake recipe 120 dessert recipe favorites is an artful and inspiring cookbook
for home bakers who enjoy making baking and sharing family favorite desserts treats
and sweets with their loved ones family and friends

Low-fat Ways to Cook Desserts
1995

featuring 400 fabulous dessert recipes this comprehensive cookbook is drawn from the
pages of the new york times four 8 page full color photo inserts size c

Desserts 101
2019-08-31

if you have a sweet tooth then this book is for you it s filled with 100 of the
tastiest most satisfying desserts ever tantalizing treats that you can prepare with
ease and are guaranteed to please whether you love to bake for your family enjoy
serving delectable desserts to friends or just crave something sweet for tonight you
ll find lots of terrific choices

120 Dessert Recipe Favorites
2013-09-10

this bible of dessert recipes and techniques combines the finely honed skills of
master pastry chefs with interactive videos and step by step photographs to ensure
success at home this richly illustrated volume details 260 step by step recipes with
in depth explanations for kitchen novices that cover all basic techniques and
desserts and are grouped by category hot or cold desserts entremets classic pastries
cakes tarts and frozen desserts expert chefs provide baking tips that will assure
success with foolproof dough creams and mousses chocolate and candy sauces and
frozen desserts classic and contemporary recipes feature crème brûlée black forest
cake clafoutis lemon meringue pie profiteroles frozen raspberry soufflé opéra tarte
tatin crêpes suzette macaroons gingerbread strawberry cherry gazpacho mango
pineapple carpaccio fruit taboulé christmas log and sugar decorations practical
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references include visual lexicons of recommended kitchen equipment and common
ingredients decorative piping models conversion tables a glossary descriptions of
regional french specialties and fifteen classic french desserts and an index of
recipes and main ingredients each recipe is rated for complexity so the home chef
can gradually expand his or her baking ability through experience more than 600
photographs and twenty downloadable videos of complex techniques enhance the
learning experience in this essential guide for novice and established cooks alike

The New York Times Dessert Cookbook
2006-10-03

a beautiful full color cookbook from the nationwide organization of women who like
to wear silly hats enjoy each other s company and eat dessert first publishers
weekly you ve probably heard the expression life is uncertain eat dessert first the
red hat society maintains that you should eat dessert always even the red hatters
who no longer bother to cook regular meals will still strut their stuff with
chocolate meringues and pastries compiled by red hatters from around the country
this luscious collection of ranges from simple to sublime delightful to decadent
with more than two hundred all new recipes it covers cakes pies candies breads
puddings cookies and much more for the non cooks who still want to impress there s
even a special section of non cook easy to assemble desserts filled with enthusiasm
humor and really good desserts eat dessert first makes life a little sweeter

Simply Dessert
2008

we love desserts get your copy of the best and most unique desserts recipes from
booksumo press come take a journey with us into the delights of easy cooking the
point of this cookbook and all our cookbooks is to exemplify the effortless nature
of cooking simply in this book we focus on desserts desserts 101 is a complete set
of simple but very unique desserts recipes you will find that even though the
recipes are simple the tastes are quite amazing so will you join us in an adventure
of simple cooking here is a preview of the desserts recipes you will learn
applesauce muffins fluffy orange cloud naughty cookies buttermilk crumbs mix nutty
buttermilk cookies stale pie strawberry pearls pudding brown vanilla pudding zesty
lemon tart vanilla pudding honey tart molasses tart pudding cheese roll crisco pie
shell fruity bread banana bread sweet karo syrup rolls applesauce and chocolate chip
bread hawaiian drop donuts october yam donuts white donuts homemade crullers glazed
expresso donuts jelly doughnuts tropical orange donuts crepe parmigiana indian
samosa crepes how to make crepe cake danish crepes 5 star crepe tiramisu much much
more again remember these recipes are unique so be ready to try some new things also
remember that the style of cooking used in this cookbook is effortless so even
though the recipes will be unique and great tasting creating them will take minimal
effort related searches desserts cookbook desserts recipes desserts book desserts
dessert cookbook dessert recipes dessert recipe book

Fine French Desserts: Essential Recipes and Techniques
2016-09-06

in the delectably decadent follow up to his james beard award winning death by
chocolate internationally renowned chef marcel desaulniers presents recipes for 60
of his most sublime creations including chocolate voodoo cake 24 carrot cake and
lemon blueberry cheesecake
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Eat Dessert First!
2007-10-14

give the gift of sweetness with this teen cookbook filled with the desserts teenage
boys and girls actually want to bake and eat from the authors of the best selling
teens cook teens cook dessert is a sugar coated follow up guide focusing on the
foods that young adults are always happy to gobble up cookies cakes pies puddings
and more featuring over 75 mouth watering recipes with clear easy to follow
directions and 120 brilliantly colored photos this cookbook gives some sweet tips
for improving kitchen safety understanding culinary math and using disaster proof
shortcuts in the recipes the only full color dessert cookbook written by and for
teenagers teens cook dessert offers foolproof guidance for teens to bake their way
to kitchen independence

Desserts 101: Delicious Dessert Recipes for Dessert
Lovers
2018-09-28

long before award winning chef michel richardmade his first côte de boeuf or
prepared hisfirst foie gras terrine he was a pastry chef inlos angeles pastry lovers
lined up outside his bakeshopon wilshire boulevard waiting to enjoy the breadsand
treats they d heard were the best in town maybeeven better than anything in paris
now in this outstandingcollection the superstar chef returns to hisfirst love the
food that made him famous desserts here are mouthwatering foolproof recipes
foramerican favorites such as pecan pie and poundcake richard s personal inventions
such as floatingislands with melted chocolate morsels and the coffeecloud reinvented
french classics such as profiterolesand the christmas log bûche de noël
fruitfavorites including tarts and pavlovas and of course plenty of cookies going
beyond traditional cookbooks sweet magicshares richard s insights into the thinking
and craftbehind every aspect of dessert with brief essaysthat explore explain and
entice highlighted by thechef s own playful illustrations creating exquisite dishes
with only a few simpleingredients butter eggs sugar flour chocolate demands the
instincts of an artist and the soul of amagician sweet magic will unlock the inner
dessertwizard in every home chef guiding both newcomersand old hands past common
missteps to seduce themost flavor and texture from every ingredient

Desserts to Die for
1995

with lots of lovely healthy recipes for sugar free desserts cookies cakes puddings
and rich chocolatey delights to choose from you will be spoiled for choice when it
comes to satisfying those taste buds there is something for everyone from
traditional family favourites like apple blackberry pie summer pudding and rhubarb
crumble to innovative energy balls pies and brownies using natural sweetness and low
carb ingredients whether you are avoiding refined sugar honey and syrups steering
clear of too much fructose or even starting a low carb diet you

Dessert Cooking Class Cookbook
1982

bring into your home a piece of italy at a time with this italian dessert cookbook
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only great italian desserts with the traditional recipes explained both for experts
and amateurs follow these simple instructions step by step to understand the secret
of one of the finest culinary traditions around the world have you always wanted to
cook bab or panettone or another of the most famous great italian desserts this
italian dessert cookbook will make your day

Teens Cook Dessert
2006-02-01

all about desserts get your copy of the best and most unique dessert recipes from
booksumo press come take a journey with us into the delights of easy cooking the
point of this cookbook and all our cookbooks is to exemplify the effortless nature
of cooking simply in this book we focus on dessert dessert essentials is a complete
set of simple but very unique dessert recipes you will find that even though the
recipes are simple the tastes are quite amazing so will you join us in an adventure
of simple cooking here is a preview of the dessert recipes you will learn bananas in
san paulo cookout bananas skillet buttery bananas banana appetizer yellow jacket
crepes bananas and fish colada skillet bananas lemony banana chutney blueberry
pancakes south carolina style fresh spinach mango and coconut smoothie illinois
style white pie country orange and rhubarb pie grandma s sweet potato pie caribbean
rolled oats muffins a muffin that is a doughnut too a doughnut from cake mix oven
doughnuts delightful cream doughnuts a jelly cupcake doughnut easy english sorbet
theme park sorbet yellow and red sorbet brown sugar sorbet much much more again
remember these recipes are unique so be ready to try some new things also remember
that the style of cooking used in this cookbook is effortless so even though the
recipes will be unique and great tasting creating them will take minimal effort
related searches dessert cookbook dessert recipes dessert book desserts sweets
cookbook sweets recipes snack recipes

Teens Cook Dessert
2011-02-16

pie or pastry fruit or frozen homey or haute cuisine 160 recipes for sweet treats
from the legendary james beard award winning chef for over four decades french
culinary master jacques pépin has been delighting taste buds and teaching home cooks
how to dazzle their loved ones with classic and innovative recipes alike now
collected together in one volume are pépin s best confections from his long and
luminous career in cooking essential pépin desserts is filled with unbelievable
treats from fruit desserts such as apple fritters and cold peach soup to puddings
sweet soufflés and crepes including chocolate mousse and baked alaska to cakes
cookies and candies like orange tuiles and candied citrus peels to tarts pies and
pastries with tarte tatin and croquembouche to frozen desserts featuring blood
orange sorbet and french vanilla ice cream sprinkled with pépin s time honored tips
on how to master each technique this is the dessert cookbook every baking aficionado
needs in his or her collection

Sweet Magic
2010-11-02

the best of the best of dessert recipes one hundred simple recipes to make at home
and serve to impress your guests glamour for the dinner table and all the effect
with minimum effort
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The Essential Sugar Free Desserts Recipe Book
2016-09-16

get creative with your baking with this collection of over fifty delicious dessert
combinations one dessert is good two desserts are even better but a doubly delicious
mash up of both into one all new concoction is the best this book s fifty two
inspiring recipes bring a new level of creative fun to your baking with treats
guaranteed to wow everyone at the table including cinnamon rolls cookies cheesecake
cookie dough truffles peanut butter cups brownies apple pie butter cookies carrot
cake coffee cake spice cake blondies brownies peppermint candy and many more with
step by step instructions and gorgeous photos from dorothy kern the mastermind
behind the blog crazy for crust it s easy to create all the scrumptious crowd
pleasing treats in dessert mash ups

Sweet Italy
2016-11-18

dessert just the word brings a smile to even the seasoned cooks at prevention who
doesn t love the thought of luscious cheesecake a warm from the oven cookie or a
perfect piece of lemon meringue pie but there s nothing enjoyable about creating a
dessert in your own kitchen only to be dissatisfied with the results there is no
worry of disappointment here this prevention tested recipe collection is focused on
treats we know will satisfy you with an assortment of reliable flavor combinations
and some new surprises they all have an eye toward good health really within these
pages you ll find fabulous desserts for every occasion get your chocolate on with
chocolate pecan cheesecake or chocolate lava cake satisfy your taste for fruit with
pear cranberry upside down cake linger over the crunch of a dark chocolate biscotti
or just have some fun with a whoopie pie each of our recipes was created to nourish
both body and spirit and to be as easy as possible to put together like good cooks
everywhere the editors of prevention love nothing more than sharing their favorite
healthy and delicious dishes that s the whole idea behind the prevention healthy
favorites series of essential cookbooks each one gathering 48 of the best prevention
tested recipes that make it easy to whip up a great meal or tasty treat every time

Dessert Essentials
2019-11-19

the dessert book from the best food magazine includes a subscription or renewal to
bon appetit magazine for more than 50 years bon appetit magazine has been seducing
readers with to die for desserts from quick homestyle cookies to unforgettable
special occasion finales such as spiced chocolate torte wrapped in chocolate ribbons
bon appetit showcases meticulously tested recipes that turn out perfectly every time
now culled from bon appetit s extensive archives and including never before
published recipes bon appetit desserts promises to be the comprehensive guide to all
things sweet and wonderful authored by bon appetit editor in chief barbara fairchild
bon appetit desserts features more than 600 recipes from layer cakes to coffee cakes
tortes and cupcakes to pies tarts candies puddings souffles ice cream cookies
holiday desserts and much much more certain to inspire both experienced home cooks
and those just starting out in the kitchen each recipe is designed to ensure the
dessert preparation process is as enjoyable as the finished result bon appetit
desserts is destined to be the definitive comprehensive invaluable dessert resource
this is a gorgeous book that makes me want to make everything no taste everything
inside this is a must have for every baker cook and sweet freak in your life
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elizabeth falkner chef and owner of citizen cake and orson at last a collection of
bon appetit s most treasured dessert recipes thoroughly tested as always beautifully
illustrated and of course wonderfully delicious you ll reach for this book each time
sweets are on your menu but you ll come back to it just as often for its myriad tips
great chapters on ingredients equipment and techniques and the many detailed and
easy to grasp how tos it s truly a one stop book for all of us who love baking dorie
greenspan author of baking from my home to yours and around my french table bon
appetit desserts is filled with exactly the kind of sweets i like to make inviting
unpretentious and easy to love but also innovative enough to turn a few heads and
the best part is bon appetit desserts is not only about recipes with chapters on
ingredients equipment and techniques plus a slew of tips from the bon appetit test
kitchens it s also a mini education oh in case you aren t sold yet i have ten words
for you banana layer cake with caramel cream and sea salt roasted pecans molly
wizenberg author of a homemade life stories and recipes from my kitchen table

Essential Pepin Desserts
2012-11-06

create 75 beautiful and unique pies using traditional techniques and modern tools
from a couple who has baked their way to the top iacp award finalist named one of
the best cookbooks of the year by npr and food52 get ready for a new fresh take on
baking the ultimate feel good dessert pie in the new pie chris taylor and paul
arguin winners of more than 500 awards for baking including the best of show award
at the national pie championships re examine the wholesome world of pie through
traditional time honored techniques modern cooking methods like sous vide innovative
flavors birthday cake tahitian pineapple and mocha mystery and a love for kitchen
gadgets like immersion circulators and silicone texture mats these legendary
competition circuit pie experts reinvent the traditional pastime of pie making with
step by step instructions and playful photography you ll learn to make
groundbreaking creations including a magnificent blueberry maple pie with wood grain
lattice the king fluffernutter pie and a striped chocolate pie of the tiger whether
you are a pie voyeur new baker or baking enthusiast you will find inspiration at
every turn and pies to satisfy every craving

100 Desserts to Die For
2016-06-01

a collection of old fashioned desserts updated for today s tastes includes profiles
of various chefs their recollections of favorite desserts and excerpts from related
literature

Dessert Mash-Ups
2014-09-30

Prevention Healthy Favorites: Dessert Recipes
2011-09-29
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Bon Appetit Desserts
2010-11-02

The New Pie
2019-03-12

Classic Home Desserts
1999-03
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